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Las Vegas, Nevada, known for its casinos

and majestic desert landscapes, has now

revised its film laws

LAS VEGAS, NEVADA, UNITED STATES,

March 23, 2024 /EINPresswire.com/ --

Las Vegas, Nevada, known for its

casinos and majestic desert

landscapes, has now revised its film

laws to add to its list of must-haves for

filmmakers.

Filmmakers looking to capture the

beauty and vibrancy of the Silver State

now have to navigate a new set of

regulations to bring their cinematic

visions to life. This recent development

has sparked discussions among

seasoned professionals and aspiring

creators alike, raising questions about

the impact on the film industry in

Nevada and beyond.

How Las Vegas Film Recording Laws

Affect Premises Liability

The City of Las Vegas has implemented a new law affecting all commercial filmmakers and social

media influencers.

The law now states that a film permit is needed to film a commercial, still photo, music video,

documentary, motion picture, or television show.

Aside from acquiring a permit, insurance coverage with a minimum of $1 million per

occurrence/$2 million aggregate with a waiver of subrogation by endorsement is also required.

The company must provide proof of employer liability insurance with a minimum $1 million limit

http://www.einpresswire.com


for productions using multiple crew members.

The Las Vegas law aims to regulate filming in the city during a time when filming has become so

easily accessible to social media influencers and television production companies.

In the wake of this news, this also impacts premises liability laws by enforcing strict guidelines

and insurance requirements for anyone wishing to film in Las Vegas.

Failure to comply with these regulations can result in fines, penalties, or legal consequences. It is

important for individuals and companies involved in filming to be aware of and follow all the

necessary rules and procedures set forth by the city of Las Vegas to ensure a safe and legally

compliant production process.

A premises liability lawyer may be needed whenever questions or injuries arise during

commercial filming.

Understanding Home Film Recording Laws in Nevada

While installing surveillance cameras is generally okay for private residences, filming on private

property for commercial purposes still requires a permit.

As such, individuals must understand Nevada's home film recording laws before beginning any

filming activities in residential areas. These laws are in place to protect the privacy and rights of

residents within their homes.

One important aspect of home film recording laws in Nevada is obtaining consent from property

owners or occupants before filming on private property. Failure to obtain proper consent can

result in legal issues, including potential lawsuits for invasion of privacy.

Additionally, individuals must be mindful of noise ordinances and other regulations that may

impact filming activities in residential neighborhoods. It is essential to be respectful of the

community and adhere to all local ordinances when engaging in any type of recording activity.

Can I Take Wedding Pictures On The Las Vegas Strip?

For Las Vegas wedding photographers, capturing moments on the iconic Las Vegas Strip can

provide a unique and memorable backdrop for the client's special day.

However, it's important to note that taking wedding pictures on the Las Vegas Strip requires

obtaining permits and adhering to specific guidelines set by individual properties or event

spaces since they fall under commercial use.

Some areas along the Strip may have restrictions or fees associated with professional

photography, so it's essential to do extensive research and secure permissions beforehand. In

addition to the Las Vegas recording law, each casino property has its own set of regulations for
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these events.

With all this said, anyone looking to film in Las Vegas for commercial purposes must be aware of

these changes.
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